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CableFree Microwave links feature ATPC which automatically increases the transmit power during “Fade” conditions such as heavy rainfall. ATPC can be used separately to ACM or together to maximise link uptime, stability and availability. When the “fade” conditions (rainfall) are over, the ATPC system reduces the transmit power again. This reduces the stress on the microwave …

mmWave sensors transmit signals with a wavelength which is in the millimeter (mm) range. This is considered a short wavelength in the electromagnetic spectrum and is one of the advantages of this technology. Indeed, the size of system components such as antenna required to process mmWave signals is small. Another advantage of short wavelengths is the high resolution. A …

Following REMEC’s vast experience in developing mission critical microwave and millimeter wave ODUs and radios, REMEC has created a line of ultra compact and energy efficient high transmit power Ka Band BUCs that deliver industry leading RF performances. Our Ka Band BUCs are designed to streamline customer ordering with a single BUC design per power level …
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Microwave radio transmission is commonly used in point-to-point communication systems on the surface of the Earth, in satellite communications, and in deep space radio communications. Other parts of the microwave radio band are used for radars, radio navigation systems, sensor systems, and radio astronomy. The next higher frequency band of the radio spectrum, …

Millimeter wave (MM wave): Millimeter wave (also millimeter band) is the band of spectrum between 30 gigahertz (GHz) and 300 GHz. Researchers are testing 5G wireless broadband technology on millimeter wave spectrum.
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